PROPOSAL
For
At Your College

Project Internship
Submitted by
Nxtlogic Software Solutions.
Bangalore and Coimbatore

“We believe in quality because knowledge matters”

Dear Madam/Sir,
Firstly, accept our heartfelt greetings.
Objective: The vision of this program is to equip students for successful employment.
As you know Nxtlogic software solution is a one of the leading software company in
Coimbatore. We are providing quality training in advanced domains such as .NET, JAVA, PHP,
ANDROID, MATLAB, VLSI, EMBEDDED, MECHANICAL, NS2 and Management Projects.
Currently these are the hottest and largest job providing sectors. With reference to the same, we
wish to start training programs in these fields for the student at our company.
Nxtlogic Software Solution has already run different “Project Training and Guidelines” at many
colleges and having a long experience in handling the projects of various departments of
industries. We are providing two month project training. We are having the collaboration with
many companies to train their employees in new and advanced technologies. Being an industry,
Nxtlogic Software Solution is providing them at very reasonable fee. At end of the training
Nxtlogic Software Solution will certify each student.
Academic project training program would be started after obtaining your confirmation. We look
forward to your kind cooperation in our attempt and will wait for your reply. Thanking you in
anticipation. In project training will be scheduled at one month. First one week basic software
training classes based on your project domain and next 3 weeks hands on practical training of
your project will be conducted.
Again, thank you for allowing me to present this proposal. Please keep in mind that many aspects
of this proposal can be tailored to your specific needs. As soon as you are ready for me to move
forward, or if you have any questions, please let me know right away.

Nxtlogic Software Solutions
Gokula Krishnan. K
(HR manager)

Terms and Condition
The terms and conditions are described here for the training program. So that there should be
transparency between Nxtlogic and College.
1. Nxtlogic will send experts for the training.
2. Total number of experts can vary depending on the number of students.
3. Training kits will also be provided to the students. Our training kit include following
a. Software
b. Project coding
c. Reference Documentation of the Project
4. During the training a project could be undertaken that would be completed by the student.
5. After completion of training program certificate will be awarded by Nxtlogic.
6. Student should be must attend all training session.
7. Project cost will vary depend upon the project modules.
8. Nxtlogic develop the project as per the Anna University norms like IEEE transaction
format. Project cost will be start onwards 5000 but it will be varied depend upon the
project.

Thank you for your kind consideration of our Project Training. I trust that this has clarified the
points you have raised, however, if you wish to discuss any points I have not clarified, or need
any further information, you may wish to telephone or contact me accordingly. And one second
thanks you for allowing me to present this proposal.

